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Abstract: Between the Wave Energy Converters (WECs) of a farm, hydrodynamic interactions occur
and have an impact on the surrounding wave field, both close to the WECs (“near field” effects) and at
large distances from their location (“far field” effects). To simulate this “far field” impact in a fast and
accurate way, a generic coupling methodology between hydrodynamic models has been developed by
the Coastal Engineering Research Group of Ghent University in Belgium. This coupling methodology
has been widely used for regular waves. However, it has not been developed yet for realistic irregular
sea states. The objective of this paper is to present a validation of the novel coupling methodology
for the test case of irregular waves, which is demonstrated here for coupling between the mild slope
wave propagation model, MILDwave, and the ‘Boundary Element Method’-based wave–structure
interaction solver, NEMOH. MILDwave is used to model WEC farm “far field” effects, while NEMOH
is used to model “near field” effects. The results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are
validated against numerical results from NEMOH, and against the WECwakes experimental data
for a single WEC, and for WEC arrays of five and nine WECs. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
between disturbance coefficient (Kd) values in the entire numerical domain (RMSEKd ,D) are used for
evaluating the performed validation. The RMSEKd ,D between results from the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH is lower than 2.0% for the performed test cases, and between the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data RMSEKd ,D remains
below 10%. Consequently, the efficiency is demonstrated of the coupling methodology validated here
which is used to simulate WEC farm impact on the wave field under the action of irregular waves.
Keywords: numerical modeling; numerical coupling; wave propagation; MILDwave; wave–structure
interaction; near field; far field; experimental validation; WECwakes project; wave energy converter arrays
1. Introduction
Ocean waves are an enormous marine renewable energy source with the potential to contribute
to a reduction in the world’s fossil fuel dependency. The exploitation of wave energy is a complex
and expensive process that takes place in a rough environment. As a result, a large number of Wave
Energy Converters (WECs) technologies are under development [1], with none of them yet reaching
a commercial stage. In addition, many WECs have to be deployed and arranged in WEC farms to
produce large amounts of electricity and to have economically viable wave energy projects.
The overall wave power absorption of a WEC farm will affect the surrounding wave field creating
areas of reduced wave energy (areas of decreased wave height) in the lee of the WEC farm as seen
in [2–8]. The hydrodynamic problem of wave power absorption between the WECs within a farm,
and between the WECs and the incident wave field is characterized by three different problems namely:
wave reflection, diffraction and radiation. The superposition of the reflected, diffracted and radiated
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wave fields results in a perturbed wave field. The perturbed wave field close to the WECs of the farm
caused both by WEC–WEC and wave–WEC interactions is often referred to in literature as the “‘near
field” effects while the propagation of this perturbed wave field at a larger distance from the WEC
farm e.g., in the coastal zone, is referred to as the “far field” effects [9–16].
Substantial numerical research has been carried out to study the “‘near field” effects in WEC
farms, focusing on optimizing the WEC farm layout and maximizing the power output by employing
wave–structure numerical models. Typically, numerical models based on potential flow theory have
been used either for calculating semi-analytical coefficients [17–19] or by means of Boundary Elements
Method based models (BEMs) [20–22]. The aforementioned numerical models are suited to resolve
more accurately the details of WEC (farm) “‘near field” effects. However, they are not able to account
for the physical processes that influence the “far field” effects such as wave propagation over a varying
bathymetry and wave breaking. Furthermore, the numerical simulation time can increase considerably
when increasing the number of WECs modelled and the size of the numerical domain. In recent years,
the use of non-linear numerical models based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [23,24] and
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [12,25,26] has increased as these models can take into account
non-linear effects for wave–structure interactions. Nonetheless, the use of these models is restricted
to a small spatial and temporal scale and to an even more limited number of WECs, which makes
them also not suitable to study WEC (farm) “far field” effects in a large numerical domain due to high
computational cost.
“Far field” effects are traditionally studied in a computationally cost-efficient way using wave
propagation models. In [2–4,7,8,27–29], phase-averaging spectral models are used to obtain the wave
field in the lee of a WEC farm. The WEC farms in these studies are simplified as obstacles which
have been assigned a fixed transmission (and thus wave power absorption) coefficient. In a similar
way, Refs. [30,31] used a time-dependent mild slope equation model and simplified each WEC
as a wave power absorbing obstacle. To obtain the frequency-dependent wave power absorption
coefficient for phase-averaging spectral models and the wave power absorption coefficient (assigned to
obstacles/structures) for time-dependent mild slope equation models, wave tank testing or numerical
modeling are required. Therefore, the simplified parametrization of the wave power absorbed by
WECs is not taking into account the wave–structure interactions of diffraction and radiation of the
different WECs modelled [32]. This inaccuracy may lead to an overestimation or underestimation of
the WEC farm power absorption and consequently an unrealistic estimation of the “far field” effects in
the coastal zone.
From the aforementioned studies, it is clear that modeling the perturbed wave field around a farm
ofWECs is a complex process. Usually “near field” and “far field” effects are approached separately due
to the difficulties in using a single numerical model to obtain a fast and accurate solution for both effects.
To rectify these limitations, different coupling methodologies between wave–structure interaction
solvers and wave propagation models have been developed in the recent years [9–15]. This allows
higher precision in the estimation of “far field” effects, by using a wave–structure interaction solver
to obtain an accurate solution of the wave field in a limited area around the WECs of a farm and
propagating this resulting wave field further away using a wave propagation model over a coastal zone.
As pointed out in [12], there are different types of coupling methodologies which use one-way
and two-way coupling, respectively. In one-way coupled models, there is information transfer in
one direction only, where each numerical model is run independently. Examples of such studies,
which present linear simulation of “far field” effects of WEC farms by coupling a wave propagation
model and a BEM solver, are carried out by [9–11,13,33,34]. Alternatively, in two-way coupled models,
both numerical models are run at the same time with a two-way transfer of information between
them. Examples of two-way coupled models are provided by [12] who demonstrated coupling of a
non-linear wave propagation model with an SPH wave–structure interaction solver, or by [35] who
simulated a submerged buoy using a non-hydrostatic wave-flow model implemented in the wave
propagation model SWASH [36].
34
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In the present study, a continuation of the one-way coupling methodology presented in [13,14,37]
for regular waves between the wave propagation model MILDwave [10,38] and the wave–structure
interaction solver NEMOH [39] is performed. This coupling methodology is based on the work
of [9,38], who first presented a coupling between a wave propagation model (MILDwave) and a
wave–structure interaction solver WAMIT [40]. In [14] specifically, the step-by-step procedure of
this coupling methodology is presented and its application range. Moreover, in [14], the theoretical
background of both the coupling methodology and of the employed numerical models (MILDwave and
NEMOH) is provided. Furthermore, in [14], experimental data from the “WECwakes” database [41]
has been used and more specifically wave field measurements for a 9-WEC array interacting with the
incoming waves. The latter was used to perform validation of the coupling methodology for regular
waves propagating through the 9-WEC array, obtaining good agreement between the experimental
and numerical results regarding the impact of the 9-WEC array on the surrounding wave field. In [14],
irregular waves were briefly introduced, yet not validated, without presenting a fully developed
coupling methodology for irregular wave simulations.
Here, the novelty of this study is the validation of a fully developed coupling methodology for
modeling irregular waves using available experimental data [16,41]. In the present manuscript,
the coupling methodology is presented in detail for irregular wave generation. Furthermore,
the irregular wave cases of a 9-WEC array, a 5-WEC array and a single WEC are selected from
the “WECwakes” database for simulations using the coupling methodology and for validation
purposes. Moreover, numerical results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared
to NEMOH numerical results and experimental data, showing that the coupled model is able to
accurately parse the information between the NEMOH and MILDwave numerical domains in the “near
field”. This information is then propagated into the “far field” in the MILDwave numerical domain as
MILDwave correctly models coastal transformations [42]. Based on the results from [14] and on the
current results from the present work, it is demonstrated that the developed and validated coupling
methodology can be a useful tool for cost-efficient computational time simulations of coastal impacts
of farms of floating structures and WECs over a large coastal zone. In contrast, it should also be noted
that, due to the limitations of the numerical models employed here, the resulting MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model cannot be used for non-linear sea states and to model morphological coastal impacts.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 1 provides a short overview of the state-of-the-art
and problem statement. Section 2 presents a description of the generic coupling methodology. Section 3
illustrates the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, including a detailed description of the coupling
methodology implementation, the wave propagation solver MILDwave and the wave–structure
interaction solver NEMOH. A validation test case is described in Section 4 and the results are presented
in Section 5. In Section 6, the capability of the "MILDwave-NEMOH" coupled model to simulate “far
field” effects of WEC farms is discussed. Finally, the conclusions of this and future work are drawn
in Section 7.
2. Generic Coupling Methodology
In this section, the generic coupling methodology first introduced by [9] is briefly presented.
The objective of the coupling methodology is to obtain the total wave field around a (group of)
structure(s), as a superposition of the incident wave field and the perturbed wave field (which
is a combination of the reflected, diffracted and radiated wave fields). The incident wave field
propagation and transformation is calculated over a large domain using a wave propagation numerical
model. The perturbed wave field is simulated using a wave–structure interaction solver over a
restricted domain around the structure(s), namely the coupling region. As it has been pointed out in
[9], this coupling methodology can be applied by employing any wave–structure interaction solver
that describes the perturbed wave field, any wave propagation model and any type of oscillating or
floating structure(s).
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The general strategy for the coupling methodology has been also recently reported and updated
in [14], but, for clarity, it is presented here briefly. It consists of four steps. Firstly (Step 1), a wave
propagation model is used to obtain the incident wave field at the location of the structure(s) when the
structure(s) is (are) not present. Secondly (Step 2), the obtained wave field from Step 1 is used as an
input for the wave–structure interaction solver at the location of the structure(s). Then, the motion of
the structure(s) is solved and an accurate solution of the perturbed wave fields around the structure(s)
is obtained. Thirdly (Step 3), the perturbed wave field is used as an input in the wave propagation
model and is propagated throughout a large domain. This is done by prescribing an internal wave
generation boundary around the structure location. Finally (Step 4), the total wave field due to the
presence of the structure(s) is obtained as the superposition of the incident wave field and the perturbed
wave field in the wave propagation model.
3. Application of the Coupling Methodology between the Wave Propagation Model, MILDwave,
and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver NEMOH for Irregular Waves
In this section, the generic coupling methodology presented in Section 2 will be demonstrated
for coupling between the wave propagation model MILDwave and the wave–structure interaction
solver NEMOH. First, a description of the two numerical models employed is presented. Subsequently,
a description of the irregular wave generation for the incident, perturbed and total wave fields
is provided.
3.1. The Wave Propagation Model, MILDwave and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver, NEMOH
The wave propagation model chosen for demonstrating the proposed coupling methodology is
the mild slope model MILDwave [10,38], developed at the Coastal Engineering Research Group of
Ghent University, in Belgium. MILDwave is a phase-resolving model based on the depth-integrated
mild slope equations of Radder and Dingemans [43]. MILDwave allows for solving the shoaling and
refraction of waves propagating above mild slope varying bathymetries, and it has been widely used
in the modeling of WEC farms [10,11,13,30,31,41,44,45]. The basic MILDwave equations are reported
in [10].
The wave–structure interaction solver chosen to solve the diffraction/radiation problem is
the open-source potential flow BEM solver NEMOH, developed at Ecole Centrale de Nantes [39].
Linear potential flow theory has hitherto been utilized in a majority of the investigations into WEC
array modeling—for example, see [11,19,46,47]. NEMOH is based on linear potential flow theory [48],
and the basic equations and assumptions employed are reported in [14].
3.2. Generation of the Incident Wave Field for Irregular Waves
Irregular waves can be generated by applying the superposition principle of a number of different
linear regular wave components. The incident wave field for a linear regular wave is generated
intrinsically in MILDwave. Moreover, MILDwave allows for solving shoaling and refraction of waves
propagating over complex bathymetries. The numerical set-up of MILDwave is illustrated in Figure 1.
Waves are generated along a linear offshore wave generation boundary by applying the boundary
condition of linear regular waves generation:
ηI,reg(x, y, t) = a cos(ωt− k(x cos(θ) + y sin(θ))), (1)
where ηI,reg is the incident regular wave surface elevation, a is the wave amplitude, ω is the angular
frequency, k is the wave number and θ is the wave direction. To minimize unwanted wave reflection,
absorption layers are placed down-wave and up-wave in the numerical wave basin.
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Figure 1. Set-up of the different numerical wave basins used in MILDwave. The wave gauges (WGs)
are represented by the x symbol and numbered as they appear in the WECwakes experimental data-set.
(A) empty numerical wave basin and layout of WGs; (B) numerical wave basing with a single WEC;
(C) numerical wave basin with an array of five WECs (1 column, 1 × 5); (D) numerical wave basin with
an array of nine WECs (3 columns and 3 rows, 3 × 3).
By applying the superposition principle, a first order irregular wave is represented as the finite
sum of N regular wave components characterized by their wave amplitude, aj, and wave period, Tj,
derived from the wave spectral density, Sj:
ηI,irreg(x, y, t) =
N
∑
j=1
aj cos(ωjt− kj(x cos(θj) + y sin(θj)) + ϕj), (2)
where
37
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aj =
√
2Sj( f j) · Δ f j, (3)
where ηI,irreg is the incident irregular wave surface elevation and aj is the wave amplitude, ωj is the
wave angular frequency, f j is the wave frequency, kj is the wave number, θj is the wave direction and
ϕj is the incident phase, of each wave frequency component. ϕj is selected randomly between −π and
π to avoid local attenuation of ηI,irreg.
3.3. Generation of the Perturbed Wave Field for Irregular Waves
To calculate the irregular perturbed wave field around a (group of) structure(s) first, it is necessary
to obtain the perturbed wave field for each wave frequency as a regular wave. The perturbed wave
field in the time domain for a regular wave is obtained in two steps and the generic numerical set-up
is illustrated in Figure 1. First, a frequency-dependent simulation is performed using NEMOH to
obtain the complex perturbed wave field around the (group of) structure(s). NEMOH resolves the
wave frequency-dependent wave radiation problem for each structure(s) and the diffraction (including
radiation) over a predetermined numerical grid with the wave phase ϕ = 0 at the center of the domain.
The resulting radiated and diffracted wave fields for each wave frequency depend on the shape and
number of floating structure(s), the number of Degrees of Freedom (DOF) considered, the local constant
water depth and the wave period.
The radiated (for each structure) and diffracted (for all structures) complex wave fields in NEMOH
are summed up to obtain the perturbed wave field, ηpert:
ηpert = ηdi f f + ηrad, (4)
where ηrad is the radiated wave field and ηdi f f is the diffracted wave field.
Secondly, the perturbed wave field is transformed from the frequency domain to the time domain
and imposed onto MILDwave using an internal wave generation boundary (Figure 1). For this study,
a circular wave generation boundary is prescribed; however, it can be defined using other shapes as
well. Waves are forced away from the circular wave generation boundary by imposing values of free
surface elevation ηcirc(x, y, t) as described by Equation (5):
ηcirc(x, y, t) = ac
∣∣ηpert∣∣ cos(ϕpert,c − ωt), (5)
where ηpert is the perturbed complex wave field in the circular wave generation boundary, and ac and
ϕpert,c are the wave amplitude of the incident wave and the wave phase of the perturbed wave at the
center of the circular wave generation boundary, respectively. To avoid unwanted wave reflection,
wave absorption layers or relaxation zones are implemented up-wave, down-wave and also in the
sides of the MILDwave numerical domain (Figure 1).
As in the case for the calculation of the irregular incident wave field, the irregular perturbed wave
field is calculated as the finite sum of N regular perturbed wave components characterized at the center
of the wave generation boundary by their wave amplitude, ac,j, derived from the wave spectrum:
ηpert,irreg(x, y, t) =
N
∑
j=1
ac,j
∣∣ηpert∣∣ cos(ϕpert,c,j − ωjt), (6)
where
ac,j =
√
2Sc,j( f j) · Δ f j (7)
and ηpert,irreg is the perturbed irregular wave surface elevation where Sc,j is the spectral density and
ϕpert,c,j is the perturbed wave phase of each frequency component. ϕpert,c,j is selected randomly
between −π and π to avoid local attenuation of the surface elevation.
38
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3.4. Generation of the Total Wave Field for Irregular Waves
The total wave field for irregular waves due to the presence of a (group of) structure(s) is
obtained by applying the generic coupling methodology described in Section 2. This is performed by
superimposing the irregular incident wave field and the irregular perturbed wave field generated in
MILDwave as shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Step 1 of the generic coupling methodology is applied N times for irregular waves to calculate
the incident wave field for N regular wave components in MILDwave by applying a random phase ϕi
for each simulation. From each simulation ac,i, and ϕc,i are obtained at the center of the circular wave
generation boundary and are used as input values for NEMOH.
In Step 2, the perturbed wave field is obtained in NEMOH. In NEMOH, ϕpert,c,j is referenced with
respect to the center of the domain (Section 3.3). Therefore, ϕpert,c,j at the NEMOH numerical domain
has to be corrected using the ϕj of the regular incident wave field to assure wave phase matching
between the incident and the perturbed waves in MILDwave.
Afterwards, in Step 3, the perturbed wave field is then transformed from the frequency domain to
the time domain and propagated into MILDwave for N regular perturbed wave components along the
circular wave generation boundary.
Finally, in Step 4, the irregular incident wave field is obtained as the superposition of the N
incident regular waves simulations from Step 1. The irregular perturbed wave field is obtained as
the superposition of the N perturbed regular wave simulations from Step 3. The total wave field for
irregular waves is obtained as the combination of the irregular incident and perturbed wave fields:
ηtot,irreg(x, y, t) =
N
∑
j
ηI,reg,j(x, y, t) +
N
∑
j
ηpert,reg,j(x, y, t), (8)
where ηtot,irreg is the total irregular wave surface elevation, and ηI,reg,j and ηpert,reg,j are the incident
and perturbed wave surface elevations of each wave frequency, respectively.
4. Validation Strategy of the Coupling Methodology between the Wave Propagation Model,
MILDwave, and the Wave–Structure Interaction Solver, NEMOH
In this section, a validation test case is presented to validate the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled
model against numerical results from NEMOH and experimental data. Showing that the perturbed
wave field can be precisely parsed from the NEMOH to the MILDwave domain in the near field of the
WEC array. The criteria evaluated for the numerical model validation are also described.
4.1. Validation Test Cases
The validation of the demonstrated generic coupling methodology is carried out by comparing
the results from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model to those obtained from the numerical model
NEMOH and the WEC array experimental data from the WECwakes project [9,16,41].
4.1.1. WECwakes Experimental Data-Set
This section gives a short description of the experimental data-set from the WECwakes project [9,16,41]
conducted in the Shallow Water Wave Basin of DHI, Hørsholm (Denmark). In the WECwakes project,
arrays up to 25 point absorber type WECs (cylinders of a diameter of 0.315 m) were tested to study “near
field” and “far field” effects of heaving point absorber type WECs. A Coulomb friction based damping
is used.
The DHI wave basin is 22 m wide and 25 m long and the overall water depth is fixed to 0.7 m.
Different WEC array configurations have been tested during the WECwakes project under a wide
range of sea states, a large experimental data-set has been generated and is publicly available for
numerical validation purposes and for WEC array design guidelines. The wave field around the WECs
has been recorded using 41 resistive wave gauges (WGs) distributed in the wave basin.
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For the present validation study, three different WEC configurations are selected: a single WEC,
an array of five WECs arranged in a 1 × 5 WEC layout and an array of nine WECs arranged in a
3 × 3 WEC layout (see Figure 1B–D). A total of 15 wave gauges located in the front, leeward and
sides of the WECs array configurations are used to compare the significant wave height, Hs, and the
spectral density, S, between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the experimental data-set.
The separating distance between the different WECs is equal to 1.575 m (centre-to-centre distance).
The incident irregular wave conditions used to generate waves during the experiments test are defined
by a JONSWAP spectrum with Hs = 0.104 m and two peak wave periods of Tp = 1.18 s and 1.26 s.
4.1.2. “Test Case” Program
The primary objective of the present research is to validate the total wave field around a WEC
array obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. For this reason, a “Test Case” (Table 1)
program based on the WECwakes experimental data-set has been designed for different irregular
wave cases and WEC (array) configurations:
Table 1. “Test Case” program for irregular waves, and different Wave Energy Converter (WEC) (array) configurations.
Test Case Significant Wave Peak Wave Water Depth, WEC Buoy WEC (Array)
Number  Height, Hs (m) Period, Tp (s) d (m) Motion (-) Layout (-)
1 0.104 1.18 0.700 Damped 1 × 1
2 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 1 × 1
3 0.104 1.26 0.700 No motion (fixed buoy) 1 × 5
4 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 1 × 5
5 0.104 1.18 0.700 Damped 3 × 3
6 0.104 1.26 0.700 Damped 3 × 3
The different “Test Cases” included in Table 1 are performed both using the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupledmodel, andNEMOH.NEMOHsimulation results are used: (1) as input for theMILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model, and (2) as a benchmark for the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model,
which is also compared with WECwakes data.
4.1.3. Numerical Set-Up in the Used Models
InMILDwave, simulations are carried out in two types of numerical wave basins (see Figure 1A–D)
with an effective domain (area not covered by the wave absorbing sponge layers) of 22 m width and
22 m length, and a constant water depth of 0.700 m. The same dimensions are used in NEMOH. Four
equally sized effective numerical domains are used. For the simulations performed to obtain the
incident wave field, waves are generated using a linear wave generation line located on the left side of
the numerical domain with two equally sized wave absorbing sponge layers placed up-wave (left) and
down-wave (right) (see Figure 1A).
For the simulations carried out to obtain the perturbed wave field, waves are generated using
an internal circular wave generation boundary (Figure 1B–D). The three different WEC (arrays)
configurations of Table 1 are simulated using different coupling radii for the circular wave generation
boundary (see Figure 1B–D). Each coupling radius is obtained following the recommendations by [11]
as 0.5 times the wave length (L) plus the radius of the WEC or the distance from the centre of the
circular area to the most distant WEC for a single WEC and a WEC array, respectively. Four equally
sized wave absorbing sponge layers are placed on all sides of the numerical domain.
The dimensions of the total numerical wave basin in MILDwave are not always the same, as the
length of the wave absorbing sponge layers (B) is different for each set of wave conditions and depends
on L. As irregular waves are obtained as a superposition of Nf regular wave components, B is
calculated using Lmax, which corresponds to Tmax of the discretized spectra. An increase of B causes a
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decrease of wave reflection, and as pointed out in [5] for B = 3 · Lmax wave reflection coefficient drops
to 1%.
The total wave field of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model is obtained as the superposition
of the numerical results from the domains of Figure 1A–D for a single WEC, five WECs and
nine WECs, respectively.
In NEMOH, the effect of the WEC’s Power Take-Off (PTO) system is taken into account by adding
a suitable external damping coefficient, BPTO = 28.5 kg/s as defined in [14].
4.2. Criteria Used for the Numerical Model Validation
The accuracy of the obtained numerical results is evaluated in two steps. Firstly, results from the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against the NEMOH results. Secondly, results from
the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against WECwakes experimental data.
The comparison between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH is assessed by
calculating Kd coefficient values, as defined in Equations (9) and (10), respectively. The Kd coefficient
is defined as the ratio between the numerically calculated local total significant wave height, Hs,tot,
and the target incident significant wave height, Hs,I , imposed along the linear wave generation
boundary. In the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, the Kd,coupled is obtained in the time domain as:
Kd,coupled =
Hs,tot
Hs,I
=
4 ·
√
∑Δtt (ηI,irreg,t + ηpert,irreg,t)2 · dtΔt
Hs,I
, (9)
where ηI,irreg,t and ηpert,irreg,t are the free surface elevations for irregular incident and perturbed waves
in each time step dt, from the domains of Figure 1A–D, respectively, and Δt is the time window over
which Kd is computed. In NEMOH, the Kd,NEMOH is obtained in the frequency domain as:
Kd,NEMOH =
∣∣∣ηtot,irreg, f req∣∣∣
Hs,I
, (10)
where
∣∣∣ηtot,irreg, f req∣∣∣ is the absolute value of free surface elevation for the complex total wave obtained
in the frequency domain.
The Kd value is a useful parameter that has been used extensively in literature to study wave
field variations [9–11,22,30,31,34,42,45]. Kd >1 and Kd < 1 indicate increase and decrease of the local
wave height, respectively. When studying WEC arrays, increases in the local wave height indicate the
presence of “hot spots” [49], defined as areas of high wave energy concentration. Instead, decrease in
the local wave height denotes "wake" effects, which result in an area of reduced wave energy.
To evaluate Kd differences between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH,
three different outputs have been generated:
1. Kd contour plots of the entire numerical domains;
2. Kd cross-sections along the length of the numerical domains (parallel to thewave propagation direction);
3. Contour plots of the “Relative Difference” between the obtained Kd values (RDKd ) defined as:
RDKd ,D =
(Kd,NEMOH − Kd,coupled)
Kd,NEMOH
· 100 % (−), (11)
4. The Root Mean Square Error between Kd values obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled
model and NEMOH for the entire numerical domain (RMSEKd ,D):
RMSEKd ,D =
√
∑Gi=1(Kd,NEMOH − Kd,coupled)2
G
· 100 % (−), (12)
where G is the number of grid points of the numerical domain (D).
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The validation of results obtained from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against
WECwakes experimental data is carried out using data recorded at the 15 numerical and experimental
WGs, respectively, as these are illustrated in Figure 1A. For each WG, two different outputs have
been generated:
1. Spectral density plots comparing the wave spectra between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled
model and the WECwakes experimental data for the 15 WGs.
2. The Root Mean Square Error between the Kd of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the
Kd,WECwakes of the WECwakes experimental data for the 15 WGs, RMSEKd,WG :
RMSEKd,WG =
√
∑Ti=1(Kd,WECwakes − Kd,coupled)2
C
· 100 % (−), (13)
where C is the number of Test Cases.
5. Validation Results
In Section 5.1, the results for the irregular wave generation analysis are presented. The comparison
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and NEMOH follows in Section 5.2. First,
the results for Test Case 6 are discussed in detail in Section 5.2.1, and then the results for all Test
Cases are summarized in Section 5.2.2 in terms of RMSEKd ,D values. The validation between the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data is included in Section 5.3.
Similarly, first, the results for Test Case 6 are discussed in detail in Section 5.3.1, while the results for all
Test Cases are summarized in Section 5.3.2 in terms of RMSEKd ,D values.
5.1. Sensitivity Analysis for Irregular Wave Generation
Before performing the numerical simulations listed in Table 1, a sensitivity analysis is carried out
to ensure a converging result of the irregular wave simulation, while keeping the computational time
low. This sensitivity analysis is based on three numerical simulation criteria: (1) the total simulation
time Qtot, (2) the number of regular wave components (Nf ), and (3) the grid cell size (dx and dy)
employed in MILDwave. For each criterium, the studied parameter is varied while the other two are
kept constant. The numerical domain in Figure 1A is used.
Firstly, different Qtot are considered to ensure a fully developed wave spectrum. Secondly, Nf is
modified in order to achieve a wave spectrum close to the theoretical one. Thirdly, dx = dy is varied
based on wave length, Lp of the incident waves in order to achieve a convergent solution with the
theoretical spectral density St( f ). The numerical spectral density in MILDwave Sn,M( f ) is obtained at
the centre of the domain for the incident wave of “Test case 1” of Table 1. The shortest Qtot, smallest
Nf and largest dx = dy resulting in an accurate solution of Sn,M( f ) are selected then to perform the
rest of the numerical simulations for the rest of the Test Cases.
The results of the irregular wave generation sensitivity analysis are shown in Figure 2. Sn,M( f )
for different Qtot is plotted in Figure 2a, while Nf = 15 and the dx = dy = 0.08 m are kept constant. It is
clearly observed that, for Qtot of 100 s and 300 s, Sn,M( f ) does not represent St( f ). For Qtot of 600 s,
there is a good agreement with St( f ) even for high frequency wave components, without leading to
computationally expensive simulations.
Sn,M( f ) for different Nf is compared to St( f ) in Figure 2b, while Qtot = 600 s and the
dx = dy = 0.08 m are kept constant. Simulations are performed for Nf = 15, 20 and 40. There is
a good agreement between Sn,M( f ) and St( f ) for all three simulations showing a slight amount
of spurious energy for high wave frequencies, which is reduced by increasing Nf . Nevertheless,
the accuracy gained by increasing Nf from 20 to 40 is not significant as the Sn,M( f ) peak and the
energy contained within the Sn,M( f ) curve is practically the same. Consequently, it is concluded that
increasing Nf is not required and therefore Nf is kept to 20 to reduce the computational time.
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Figure 2. Numerical wave spectrum Sn,M( f ) generated at the centre of the MILDwave numerical
domain for an irregular wave with Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m and different simulations parameters:
(a) total simulation time, Qtot; (b) number of regular wave components, Nf and (c) grid cell size,
dx(= dy). Sn,M( f ) is compared in (a–c) to the theoretical wave spectrum, St( f ).
To complete the sensitivity analysis, Sn,M( f ) for different dx (where dx = dy) is compared in
Figure 2c, while keeping Qtot = 600 s and Nf = 20 constant. As recommended for mild slope wave
propagation models, a starting value of dx = dy =
Lp
20 = 0.08 m is chosen. As seen in Figure 2c,
increasing dx(= dy) does not result in an improved agreement between Sn,M( f ) and St( f ), with Tp
and Sn,M( f ) that appear to be maintained in each case. Thus, a grid size dx(= dy) = 0.08 m is chosen
for all following simulations.
5.2. Comparison between MILDwave-NEMOH Coupled model and NEMOH
5.2.1. Irregular Waves with Wave Period Tp = 1.26 s
Using the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6 from Table 1, the total
wave field around one, five and nine WECs, respectively, is simulated using the numerical domain of
Figure 1B–D, respectively. Kd results obtained for each considered Test Case are illustrated in Figure 3.
The coupling region in the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model is masked out using a white solid
circle and is not considered for the validation. For all three Test Cases, the hydrodynamic behaviour
and WEC motions obtained within the coupling region are affecting the incident wave field in the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. As a result, a wave reflection pattern is generated in front of the
WECs with increased Kd values, while, in the lee of the WECs, "wake effects" appear with reduced
values of Kd. The effect of the three different WEC (array) configurations is expressed by an increased
impact in terms of wave reflection and wake effects.
Figure 3. Kd results for an irregular wave with Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m obtained using the
MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model: (a) Test Case 2; (b) Test Case 4 and (c) Test Case 6 of Table 1.
Contour levels are set at an interval of 0.05 of Kd value (-). The coupling region is masked out using a
white solid circle which includes the WECs (indicated by using black solid circles). Incident waves are
generated from the left to the right. S1 and S2 indicate the location of cross-sections.
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For the validation, Kd values obtained with the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and with
NEMOH are compared by means of the RDKd . Three contour plots for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6 are
illustrated in Figure 4a–c, respectively. The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model provides lower Kd
results than NEMOH in the wave reflection zone up-wave of the WECs indicated by positive values
of RDKd , while the extent and magnitude of the wake effects are larger for the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model as indicated by negative values of RDKd . The maximum and minimum values of
RDKd are 4% and −4%, respectively, and are obtained for Test Case 6. These differences in the RDKd
between the two models appears close to the coupling region and the wave diffraction zones around
the WECs where increased Kd values are observed, and are increased by increasing the number of
WECs simulated. Nevertheless, these RDKd differences are reduced when moving away from the
coupling region.
Figure 4. Relative difference (%) in Kd, RDKd, between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and
NEMOH for an irregular wave of Tp = 1.26 s and Hs = 0.104 m: (a) Test Case 2; (b) Test Case 4; and (c)
Test Case 6 of Table 1. Contour levels are set at an interval of 2 of relative difference in Kd value (-). The
coupling region is masked out using a white solid circle which includes the WECs (indicated by using
black solid circles). Incident waves are generated from the left to the right.
To have a closer look at the comparison between the Kd results from the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH, for Test Cases 2, 4 and 6, two longitudinal cross-sections (indicated in
Figure 3) are drawn through: the centre of the domain, at y = 0 m (S1) and through the location of
WGs 17,18,19 and 20 (see Figure 1A), at y = 4.75 m (S2). Again, the coupled zone is masked out in
cross-section S1 using gray colour. For all considered Test Cases, it can be observed in Figure 5 that
there is very good agreement for Kd results between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and
NEMOH. For the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model Kd values are lower in the wave reflection and
diffraction regions in front and on the side of the WECs, and higher in the region where wake effects
occur in the lee of the WECs, compared to NEMOH.
Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Kd results for theMILDwave-NEMOH coupledmodel and for NEMOHalong two longitudinal
cross-sections S1 (left) and S2 (right) as indicated in Figure 3 for: (a,b) Test Case 2; (c,d) Test Case 4, and
(e,f) Test Case 6. The coupling region is masked out in gray colour and includes the WECs’ cross-sections,
which are indicated by black vertical areas.
5.2.2. Comparison Summary
To complete the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, the rest of the Test Cases
of Table 1 are presented using the methodology used in Section 5.2.1. Similar conclusions for Test
Cases 1, 2 and 5 are drawn: the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model provides lower Kd results than
NEMOH in the wave reflection zone up-wave of the WECs, and increased magnitude of the wake
effects down-wave of the WECs indicated by positive and negative values of RDKd, respectively.
The results for all six Test Cases of Table 1 are then summarized by calculating the RMSEKd ,D
over all the grid points of the numerical domain. Figure 6 reports that RMSEKd ,D values remain below
1.60% for the simulated Test Cases.
Figure 6. Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) for the Kd, RMSEKd ,D, over the entire numerical domain.
Comparison between theMILDwave-NEMOH coupledmodel andNEMOH for all Test Cases of Table 1.
5.3. Comparison between the MILDwave-NEMOH Coupled Model and the WECwakes Experimental Data-Set
5.3.1. Test Case 6
Results for Test Case 6 are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for the 15 WGs shown in Figure 1A.
The Kd values from the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and from the experimental measurements,
Kd,coupled and Kd,WECwakes, respectively, and numerical (using MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model)
and experimental results of Sn,M−N( f ) and SWECwakes( f ), respectively, are plotted in Figures 7 and 8.
The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the experimental data have a good agreement in the WGs
in the lee of the WECs where wake effects take place and in the Bottom Lateral WGs (see Figure 1A) for
both the Kd and S( f ).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Kd between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes
experimental data for all 15 WGs of Figure 1A for Test Case 6 of Table 1.
Figure 8. Comparison between the spectral density Sn,M−N( f ) obtained using the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model, and the spectral density from the WECwakes experimental data, SWECwakes( f ) for all
15 WGs of Figure 1A for Test Case 6 of Table 1.
5.3.2. Comparison Summary
To complete the validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against experimental
data, the RMSEKd,WG is calculated between the Kd,coupled and the Kd,WECwavkes for all Test Cases of
Table 1. Figure 9 shows the RMSEKd,WG obtained for each WG of Figure 1A. The Kd obtained for
the numerical data differs maximal by 10.03% from the experimental data. The RMSEKd,WG ranges
between 2.00–10.03%, while the highest agreement is observed at the WGs located in the lee of the
WECs and at the Bottom Lateral WGs. The largest RMSEKd,WG are obtained in the front WGs and at
the Top Lateral WGs.
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Figure 9. Root-Mean-Square-Error for the Kd for all 15 WGs, RMSEKd,WG , of Figure 1A. Comparison
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data-set.
6. Discussion
An irregular wave generation sensitivity analysis for MILDwave was performed using the
different simulation parameters of Section 5.1. The results show that keeping a small Nf for discretizing
the irregular wave spectra, using dx = dy =
Lp
20 and Qtot representing 500 waves is sufficient to obtain
a good representation of the target irregular long crested sea state. Increasing Nf , decreasing dx(= dy)
or increasing Qtot will not lead to a significant increase in the accuracy of the obtained results, which
also leads to exponential increase of the computational time. This is illustrated for Nf = 40 where the
computational time is four times higher than the computational time for Nf = 20.
Section 5.2 demonstrates that the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model can accurately propagate
the perturbed wave field around different WEC (array) configurations for the linear wave theory based
coupling employed here. The results of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model are compared against
NEMOH results. Small discrepancies between NEMOH and the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model
are found close to the coupling wave generation circle in front of and in the lee of the WEC (array).
These discrepancies increase as the number of WECs modelled increases, as shown in Figure 9a, though
remaining between ±4%. This shows, as pointed out in [14], that the complexity of the hydrodynamic
interactions when modelling the “far field” effects is not influential.
Validation of the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model against the experimental WECwakes data
is performed in Section 5.3 showing a good agreement for the different Test Cases used in this study.
An error in predicting the Kd values measured at 15 WGs from the WECwakes tests is quantified in
terms of RMSEKd,WG (%). RMSEKd,WG values range from 2–10.02% being the WGs in front of the
WECs the ones with the least correspondence with the experimental data. On the contrary, for WGs
that are further away from the WECs, a better agreement is obtained. The difference within the Front
WGs arises due to the non-linear effect of the friction between the WEC shafts and the WEC buoys that
cannot be represented with the BEM-based coupling methodology employed, as BEM is based on linear
wave theory. This friction is causing the experimental WEC buoy to have smaller motion amplitude
than the numerical one obtained in the BEM solver. Thus, the WEC is absorbing less energy from the
incoming waves yielding a higher wave reflection in front of the WEC (array). Finally, the asymmetry
in the Kd results between the Bottom and the Top Lateral zones is caused by the non-linear behaviour
of the WECs in the experimental model and unwanted wave reflection in the wave basin that cannot be
modelled in the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model. In the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model, all
the WECs of the array have an identical behaviour as shown by the symmetric values of Kd given for
the top and the bottom lateral zones in Figure 7 and the symmetric total wave field shown in Figure 3.
Despite this, the following considerations have to be made: (1) a linear coupled model is compared to
experimental data that is inherently non-linear, as confirmed by [11] who reported that the incident
wave is a weakly non-linear Stokes second order wave; (2) moreover, the experimental PTO system
behaves as a Coulomb damper, yet in the numerical model it is approximated as a linear damper.
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For all Test Cases of Table 1, the RMSEKd ,D by comparing the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model
to NEMOH remains below 2%, while, by comparing the RMSEKd ,WG for the 15 WGs of Figure 1A
between the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model and the WECwakes experimental data, this never
exceeds 10.02%. Therefore, as there is a good parse of information between the two numerical models,
it can be concluded that the coupling methodology can be used to extend the numerical domain for
simulating an irregular long crested wave and thus simulate the “far field” effects of WEC farms and
arrays in a cost effective way.
However, and as it has already been mentioned in the authors’ previous work [14], the coupling of
MILDwave and NEMOH has some limitations. Firstly, despite the fact that the computational time for
simulating different WEC arrays in this study is reasonable (the longest recorded computational time
was that for Test Case 6, which lasted 2 h on 10 cores (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU@3.2GHz), it can
increase considerably when increasing the number of WECs. For an array of J WECs with six DOFs,
the computational time for a BEM model increases as σ6J , with increased computational time in larger
numerical domains. Secondly, irregular waves are calculated as a superposition of regular waves. It has
been proven that it is possible to obtain very good results with a low Nf ; however, if a higher resolution
of the Sn,M−N( f ) is needed, depending on the study case requirements, it would lead to an exponential
increase of the computational time. Thirdly, NEMOH calculations can only be performed at a constant
bathymetry introducing a limitation in that way. Moreover, MILDwave is applied for mild slope
bathymetries limiting the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model to coastal regions with a slope lower
than 13 . Finally, a realistic modeling of the WEC PTO system is required to maximize the WEC (array)
power output and quantify WEC effects on the surrounding wave field [50]. Modeling a resistive
PTO system allows us to obtain a cost-efficient simulation regarding computational times, but may
result in an overestimation of the incident wave power absorbed by the WEC(s). Realistic PTO systems
lead to a reduction of the power output due to losses and differences between the predicted optimum
damping and the optimum damping that can be achieved in operational conditions. The control and
optimization of the PTO system, however, as shown in [37], does not have a significant influence on
the wave field in the “far field”.
In terms of limitations of the proposed coupling methodology, these depend each time on the
type of models that are coupled [14]. Specifically, for coupling between two linear models such as
NEMOH and MILDwave, the resulting coupled model will provide conservative results in study
cases when non-linear phenomena are dominating. On the other hand, the above limitations can
be overcome when applying the proposed coupling methodology, for non-linear models. However,
the use of non-linear models needs to be justified for each specific study case, as they often introduce
computational instability and high computational costs.
7. Conclusions
In the present study, the validation of a novel generic coupling methodology for modeling both
near and far field effects of floating structures and WECs is presented for the test case of irregular
waves. This coupling methodology is demonstrated by employing the models MILDwave and
NEMOH, used for generation of irregular long crested waves. The main objective of the coupling
methodology is to obtain “far field” effects of WEC arrays at a cost-efficient computational time.
To validate the coupling methodology, several Test Cases from the WECwakes experimental data-set
have been considered for different WEC (array) configurations and wave conditions, and performed
using NEMOH and the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model.
First, the total wave field evaluated in terms of Kd was compared between the MILDwave-NEMOH
coupled model and NEMOH. The MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model showed a good agreement
with NEMOH for all the considered test cases, with an RMSEKd ,D below 2%. Next, the model was
validated against the experimental WECwakes data obtaining a satisfactory agreement, with a
RMSEKd ,WG smaller than 10% for all test cases. Despite some discrepancies between the numerical
and experimental results, which are mainly caused due to the inherent non-linear behavior of the
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experiments, it has been demonstrated that the proposed coupling methodology between the wave
propagation model MILDwave and the BEM solver NEMOH can accurately parse the information
between the two models and simulate the hydrodynamic behaviour of a WEC array and obtain the
modified total wave field in the “near field” for irregular long crested wave conditions. As MILDwave
has proven to provide the required level of accuracy for coastal real-world applications, it is possible
to extend the numerical domain of the coupled model and simulate “far field” effects over large
coastal areas.
Nevertheless, the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model has some limitations: (1) its applicability
is limited to linear and weakly non-linear wave conditions; (2) the computational time can increase
considerably if a large number of frequencies and WECs or a complex PTO type is modelled; and (3)
the extension of the WEC array is limited to a fixed bathymetry domain.
Regardless of these limitations, based on the results from [14] and on the current results, we can
conclude that the MILDwave-NEMOH coupled model introduced has proven to be a reliable tool that
can be applied in a fast and efficient way to calculate “far field” effects of WEC arrays. The next step in
our modeling work is to extend the methodology to short crested wave conditions.
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